Discover Your SoulPrint QUIZ
This simple quiz will help you decode your Spiritual Secret Identity, the core energy essence
of yourself that I know as the SoulPrint.
Please answer each question from your first instinct—avoid overthinking!
If two answers feel equally valid, it is okay to mark both. Do limit yourself to only 2
responses maximum per question in order to gain a clear awareness of your SoulPrint.

1. People tell me I’m:
A. Honest and compassionate
B. Warm, playful, and fun
C. Cool-headed, somewhat detached
D. Intense and serious
2. Rules are made to be:
A. Honored and obeyed
B. Bent and broken
C. Analyzed and deconstructed
D. Reviewed and updated
3. I truly love:
A. Humanity—people are wonderful!
B. Nature—the beautiful Earth
C. Um…..not sure, love is a bit confusing to me
D. Knowledge and wisdom
4. I’ve been told my eyes are:
A. Innocent, loving
B. Twinkling, mischievous
C. Unusual-looking
D. Haunting, mysterious
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5. My body build tends to be:
A. On the plump side—I tend to gain weight or be overweight
B. Fairly lean and athletic—I love to be active
C. Outside the norm for height (extra tall or short)
D. Pretty average
6. I prefer clothes that are:
A. Attractive and in style, though practical is good too
B. Fun, colorful, dramatic, maybe even outrageous
C. Simple—no fuss, no muss
D. Comfortable, maybe even flowing or from an earlier time
7. I feel passionate about:
A. Healing, counseling, relieving human suffering
B. The arts and/or the environment
C. Raising human consciousness and/or technology and science
D. Teaching, the mystical arts, deep thinking
8. I’ve had struggles with:
A. Being codependent, overgiving
B. Recurring addictions, depression
C. Sinking into loneliness and cynicism
D. Being rigid and overcontrolling
9. I’m fascinated by:
A. The human condition, in all its glory and pain
B. The wonders of Nature
C. Innovative technology (and maybe a little sci-fi)
D. History, philosophy, and time-honored spiritual ways
10. I may not know my full purpose, but I feel it involves:
A. Healing and serving people
B. Performing artistically and/or helping the environment
C. Solving technological problems/advancing human potential
D. Imparting my wisdom to serious seekers

Count up how many of each letter you marked, and you’re ready to Discover Your SoulPrint!
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LETTER

SPIRITUAL REALM

SOULPRINT

A

Angelic

Angel Soul

B

Faery

Fae Soul

C

Galactic

ET Soul

D

Mystical Human

Wise One Soul

If you marked 4 or more of one letter, you are definitely from that realm and have that
SoulPrint as your energetic essence.
If you marked 3 or more of two different letters (for example, 3 A’s and 4 B’s), you are
a Blended Soul. The letter you marked the most is your Primary Realm, and the other is your
Secondary Realm. If they’re marked equally, you are a pretty balanced Blend.
If you found your letters were “scattered,” you may have some spiritual interference
happening, or some of your Soul energy is being suppressed. But all will be well!
You may just need extra guidance to get clear on your SoulPrint. Bring your questions to the
Unlocking Ascension Facebook group, and we’ll help you clarify your Realm and SoulPrint
energies.

SoulPrint Basics
Angel Souls are actual incarnated Angels. There are many types of Angels, but those who
choose to embody are ones who really want to understand the human condition “from the
inside out.” Consequently, they often take on very challenging circumstances in their
lifetimes. They have a certain nobility about them, and a deep desire to heal and serve
humanity.
Fae Souls are nature spirits or mythical creatures (such as Dragons or Unicorns) who have
taken on human form to be able to more directly influence humans in healing the Earth.
They are “rebels with a cause,” often with a mischievous streak, and can have issues
managing emotions and finances.
ET Souls are a very diverse group, coming in from other dimensions as well as other planets
or galaxies in our Universe. They are deeply committed to raising human consciousness, and
they have many approaches to doing so. Many ET Souls are drawn to elevating the human
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mind, helping humanity release negative thoughtforms and outdated belief systems. Many
Reiki Masters, and meditation or New Thought teachers, are fully or partially ET Souls.
Wise One Souls are advanced humans who have spent millenia honing magical skills,
mystical practices, and esoteric knowledge. Of all the SoulPrints, they are most at home in
the human body and human culture, and they’ve often been “called in” from their nonembodied realm to revive ancient wisdom and adapt it to new times as part of human
evolution.

Congratulations on decoding your Spiritual Secret Identity!
What’s next?

Each SoulPrint has a particular set of spiritual and physical challenges to master, along with
specific types of energy interference that can impede their personal mission and block their
enjoyment of Earth life.
Your mission now, if you choose to accept it, is to:




Clear your interference
Turn your challenges into assets
Step into Mastery of your SoulPrint

Result: Your Earth life becomes rewarding instead of overwhelming!
Find out how in this upcoming journey of Unlocking Ascension.
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